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A B S T R A C T

Background: Auditory hallucinations are prevalent across the major psychotic disorders, but their underlying
mechanism is poorly understood. Limited prior work supports a hypothesis of altered auditory/language brain
systems. To more definitively assess this, we examined whether alterations in resting state connectivity of au-
ditory and language cortices are associated with hallucination severity in a large sample of individuals in the
schizo-bipolar spectrum.
Methods: Whole brain resting state connectivity of auditory and language cortex (primary auditory cortex,
unimodal auditory association cortex, Wernicke’s area [speech and heteromodal association cortex] and Broca’s
area [speech production motor]) was evaluated for 243 subjects with schizophrenia, schizoaffective, or bipolar
disorder with psychosis and 186 healthy controls from the Bipolar Schizophrenia Network on Intermediate
Phenotypes (B-SNIP) study. Regression analyses were conducted to evaluate whether resting state connectivity
of auditory and language cortex was a significant predictor of current overall hallucination severity (information
about specific modality of hallucinations experienced was not available).
Results: Increased connectivity between lower and higher order regions of left temporal-parietal auditory/lan-
guage processing cortex was associated with worse hallucination severity for all psychosis patients. Additionally,
within bipolar subjects, increased interhemispheric connectivity between higher order temporal-parietal audi-
tory/language regions was related to greater hallucination severity. When patients were categorized by B-SNIP
biomarker-based Biotype groups, interhemispheric connectivity between left auditory association cortex and
right core auditory cortex was related to greater hallucination severity for Biotype 1 patients. Exploratory
analyses resulted in different patterns of connectivity of auditory/language cortex in patients and controls,
unrelated to current hallucination severity.
Conclusions: Although the findings cannot be precisely attributed to auditory hallucination severity or possible
differences in such experiences between groups, increased connectivity among the left hemisphere auditory and
receptive language cortex may represent a significant factor contributing to hallucination severity across psy-
chotic disorders, and additional subgroup specific connectivity alterations may also be present.

1. Introduction

Auditory hallucinations are highly prevalent in psychotic disorders,

yet they remain poorly understood. Commonly experienced as voices,
auditory hallucinations are often uncontrollable and usually negative,
features that make them a significant source of distress. In about one-
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third of individuals with schizophrenia who have auditory hallucina-
tions, the symptom is antipsychotic medication treatment resistant, and
even when treatment is considered efficacious, it may not correspond to
complete resolution (Shergill et al., 1998; Sommer et al., 2012). Hence,
increased understanding of hallucinations may improve our under-
standing of psychotic disorders in a manner that is urgently needed.

Neurocognitive models of auditory hallucinations have been pro-
posed that implicate abnormality in auditory and/or language proces-
sing neural systems in the left hemisphere, consistent with the domi-
nant auditory/verbal nature of the symptom. The models include
hypersensitivity or activation of auditory cortex including primary and
association auditory cortex, and/or adjacent polymodal association
cortex of the inferior parietal lobe, dysregulation of receptive auditory
cortex by disrupted top-down influences especially from frontal speech
areas, altered interhemispheric communication, misattribution of in-
ternal speech, and improper engagement of episodic memory and
emotion systems (Aleman et al., 2003; Ford & Mathalon, 2005; Allen
et al., 2008; Hugdahl, 2009; Frith, 2005; Jones, 2010; Steinmann et al.,
2014; Ćurčić-Blake et al., 2017).

Neuroimaging studies have supported the general hypothesis of
auditory hallucinations being associated with altered auditory and
language systems and their regulation. Structural neuroimaging meta-
analyses have found reduced grey matter volume in the right superior
temporal gyrus associated with greater hallucination severity (Barta
et al., 1990; Palaniyappan et al., 2012, Modinos et al., 2013). Meta-
analyses of active hallucination studies, in which participants report
hallucinatory experiences in real time during functional neuroimaging,
have reported activation in Broca’s area and auditory cortex in in-
dividuals with schizophrenia and other psychosis-spectrum conditions
(Jardri et al.,2011; Kompus et al., 2011; Kühn & Gallinat, 2012; van
Lutterveld et al., 2013; Zmigrod et al., 2016). While such “hallucina-
tion-capture” work has been useful, it is limited by small non-
representative samples of those insightful enough to report auditory
hallucinations occurring in the moment. Further, many of these studies
focus on diagnoses or traits related to, but not including, the major
psychotic diagnoses. Hence, how well these findings generalize to the
schizo-bipolar disorder spectrum is unclear.

Another approach is to assess whether auditory/language system
alterations can be discerned in resting state brain activity in association
with hallucination severity. Resting state functional magnetic re-
sonance imaging (rs-fMRI) allows for characterization of patterns of
intrinsic connectivity of neural systems. These may be altered in ways
related to auditory hallucinations or an increased vulnerability to ex-
periencing them. Seed-based connectivity analysis is a common rs-fMRI
analysis method that assesses brain networks connected to selected
brain regions (seeds). Limited work using this approach to study hal-
lucinations has implicated altered connectivity in left posterior tem-
poral regions mediating language perception, as well as inferior frontal,
parietal, limbic and striatal regions, but with mixed increased or de-
creased connectivity findings (Gavrilescu et al., 2010; Shinn et al.,
2013; Oertel-Knöchel et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018). The incon-
sistency may be due in part to dissimilar methodologies, varying sam-
ples (e.g., ever vs. never hallucinators, current vs. not current halluci-
nators, non-ill voice hearers, etc.) and small samples (none report> 30
subjects in a group). Assessment approaches for hallucinations are also
inconsistent, ranging from binary to quantitative severity ratings. In
sum, prior work has been promising in terms of supporting a role for
altered auditory/language systems underlying auditory hallucinations
in major psychotic disorders, but more work is needed.

A useful way forward may be to study auditory/language con-
nectivity in a larger, representative sample. Such an opportunity exists
in the Bipolar Schizophrenia Network for Intermediate Phenotypes (B-
SNIP) study (Tamminga et al., 2014), a multi-site study of schizo-
phrenia, schizoaffective, and bipolar disorder with psychotic features
(BDP). This data can align with prior work that has focused primarily
on schizophrenia and can extend it to bipolar disorder.

Phenomenologically, there have been more similarities than differences
noted for auditory hallucinations when comparing schizophrenia,
schizoaffective disorder, and BDP (Toh et al., 2015; Waters &
Fernyhough, 2017). As these groups have significant biological and
clinical overlap including treatment response (Badner & Gershon, 2002;
Purcell et al., 2009; Keshavan et al., 2011), the same neural circuitry
alterations may underlie hallucinations across these disorders. B-SNIP
has proposed a set of three subgroups within the schizo-bipolar spec-
trum, called Biotypes 1–3, based on neurobiological distinctions
(Clementz et al., 2016). Different patterns of neural alterations may be
associated with auditory hallucinations in these subgroups, in parallel
to their other neurophysiological differences. The present study aimed
to assess the association of hallucination severity to auditory/language
neural system connectivity and to test for both common and group-
specific alterations (diagnostic groups and B-SNIP Biotype groups). We
also tested for connectivity differences of auditory/language regions in
patients with the psychotic disorders relative to healthy controls to
characterize the full spectrum of connectivity alterations of these re-
gions irrespective of hallucination severity.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The recruitment and assessment approaches used in the B-SNIP
study are described in detail elsewhere (Tamminga et al., 2013, 2014).
Psychosis patients were clinically characterized, and all subjects had a
panel of biomarkers assessed including the neuroimaging data reported
here. The psychosis patients and healthy volunteers were recruited
using local advertising. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were age
18–60, ability to provide written informed consent, estimated IQ >
60, no current substance abuse disorders or major neurological/cog-
nitive/cerebrovascular-affecting disorders, and no significant head
trauma history. Healthy controls had no personal history of any psy-
chotic disorder or first-degree relative with schizophrenia, schi-
zoaffective disorder, or mood disorder.

2.2. Ethics statement

The study was approved by the Biological Sciences Division IRB at
the University of Chicago, and written informed consent was obtained
for all research participants.

2.3. Clinical assessments

Trained clinical raters confirmed DSM-IV diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia, schizoaffective, or BDP using the SCID-IV (First et al., 1996).
Raters also administered the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale
(PANSS) which assesses the severity of a range of psychotic symptoms
in the last week (Kay et al., 1987). For hallucination severity, we used
the score for the “Hallucinatory Behavior” PANSS item 3 (score range
1–7). While the score is not specific to any hallucination sensory
modality, it references auditory hallucination aspects in its rating cri-
teria more frequently than other sensory modalities, and it is reasonable
to assume the majority of variance represents auditory hallucinations
given they are the most common hallucination sensory modality among
the three disorders (Baethge et al., 2005; Shinn et al., 2012).

2.4. Imaging data acquisition and preprocessing

Details of resting state and accompanying T1-weighted structural
scans for this study have been described elsewhere (Meda et al., 2014).
Briefly, subjects underwent a 5-minute rs-fMRI scan in 3 T scanners
with closely aligned acquisition parameters. Subjects were instructed to
remain still, stay awake, and keep their eyes focused on a crosshair for
the scan’s duration. Wakefulness was confirmed with the subjects
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following the scan. To allow for scanner stabilization, the initial 6
images were discarded. Using the CONN toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli
and Nieto-Castanon, 2012), the time series was aligned, slice-time
corrected, normalized to MNI space, and smoothed at 8 mm, with
2 × 2 × 2 mm resampled voxel size. Denoising (per aCompCor as
implemented in CONN) included regression of white matter and CSF
signal, scrubbed volumes, motion + 1st order derivatives, a linear and
2nd order polynomial drift term, and applying a bandpass filter
(0.008–0.1 Hz) (Goto et al., 2015). Subjects with visually identified
artifacts and scan-to-scan composite motion>3 mm were excluded
from analyses.

2.5. Auditory/language cortex connectivity maps

We created whole brain connectivity maps for auditory/language
cortex for each subject. Seeds for connectivity maps were selected based
on recent auditory/language system reviews. Seeds were left and right
core auditory cortex (AUD) (Moerel et al., 2014) encompassing cortex
traditionally considered primary and unimodal auditory association
cortex (Heschel’s gyrus, planum polare, planum temporale), extended
left and right unimodal auditory association cortex (AAC; anterior su-
perior temporal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus), Broca’s speech motor
area (left inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis, left pars operculum)
and Wernicke’s area which encompassed cortex specialized for pho-
nological representation as well as heteromodal association functions
(left posterior superior temporal gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus, left
parietal operculum) (Ardila et al., 2016; Tremblay and Dick, 2016;
Binder, 2017). Masks for each seed were generated using the Harvard
Oxford Probabilistic Atlas thresholded at 25% (Fig. 1), yielding masks
comprised of voxels estimated to be 25% or higher likelihood of be-
longing to each intended region. We selected a 25% threshold to be on
the side of inclusivity across varying individual anatomy of the subjects

(Mazziotta et al., 1995). Timeseries across voxels within each mask
were averaged and then correlated with all remaining voxels in the
brain to create a whole brain functional connectivity map for each seed
region. Maps were converted to Fisher z- scores.

2.6. Group analysis

Using the CONN toolbox, each set of connectivity z-score maps was
entered into a separate multiple linear regression with the PANSS hal-
lucination severity item score as an independent predictor variable.
Age, sex, recruitment site, antipsychotic medication dose expressed as
chlorpromazine equivalents (CPZ) (Andreasen et al., 2010) and motion
via the mean framewise displacement (FDpower; Power et al., 2012)
were additional predictors of no interest. We evaluated results for a
main effect across all patients, and for interaction with group (separate
analyses used diagnostic group or Biotype group). Significance was set
at p < 0.05, familywise corrected, obtained by using a voxel threshold
of p ≤ 0.001 and cluster pFWE < 0.0083, accounting for six seed
connectivity analyses being conducted. Regions with significant group
interaction effects were followed up with pairwise comparisons. Fi-
nally, comparison of the six connectivity map sets between patient
groups and healthy controls were conducted using ANCOVAs (age, sex,
site, FDpower covariates) as supplemental analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

In total, 243 psychosis patients and 186 healthy controls were in-
cluded, while 39 patients and 27 healthy controls from the BSNIP study
who had imaging data were excluded due either to excessive motion or
image artifacts (see Supplemental Table 1). All diagnoses were

Fig. 1. Resting State Connectivity Seeds. Harvard-
Oxford atlas regions used for each: A) Core auditory
cortex (AUD): Planum temporale, Planum polare,
Heschl’s gyrus. B) Unimodal Auditory Association
Cortex (AAC): Superior temporal gyrus, anterior di-
vision; Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division;
Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division; Middle
temporal gyrus, temporo-occipital division. C)
Wernicke’s Area: Superior temporal gyrus, posterior
division; Supramarginal gyrus, anterior division;
Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division; Parietal
operculum. D) Broca’s Area: Inferior frontal gyrus
pars triangularis and Inferior frontal gyrus pars op-
ercularis.
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distributed across BSNIP Biotypes (Fig. 2a). Each subgroup spanned a
range of hallucination severity (Table 1; Fig. 2b, c; see also
Supplemental Fig. 1).

3.2. Hallucination associated connectivity

Greater hallucination severity was predicted by greater connectivity
between left AAC and a cluster including portions of left core auditory
cortex and Wernicke’s Area (Table 2, Fig. 3a). When diagnosis group
was included in the analysis, there was an interaction for connectivity
of the left AAC to a cluster that was in more posterior portions of right
unimodal auditory association cortex. Post-hoc analyses revealed that
greater hallucination severity was associated with greater connectivity
between these brain regions for the bipolar group compared to the
schizoaffective group (Fig. 3b). Next, Biotype group was used in the
analysis. There was an interaction for Biotype group with connectivity
of the right AAC to a cluster including portions of left AAC and Wer-
nicke’s area. Post-hoc analyses revealed greater hallucination severity
associated with lower connectivity between these brain regions for
Biotype 1 than for Biotype 2 (Fig. 3c).

3.3. Connectivity differences of auditory/language cortex between psychosis
patients and healthy controls

Results of ANCOVAs to compare the connectivity maps of psychosis
patients to those of healthy controls (Table 2) revealed that patients had
significantly decreased connectivity between right AUD and a cluster in
the left angular gyrus/lateral occipital heteromodal cortex (Fig. 4a) and

right AAC to left post-central gyrus (Fig. 4b). When assessing for in-
teraction with group status, only the schizophrenia group had sig-
nificantly decreased connectivity of right AAC to the post-central gyrus
compared to healthy controls (Fig. 4c). This cluster spatially overlapped
the main effect cluster of lower connectivity between right AAC and
post-central gyrus. There was an additional cluster showing interaction
with group, where the schizoaffective group had significantly increased
connectivity of right AAC to the right occipital pole compared to
healthy controls (Fig. 4d). There was no interaction with Biotype group
status.

3.4. Interest in some of the “covariates of no interest”

We conducted supplemental analyses to explore for the influence of
factors that were used as covariates, but whose association with the
data may shed further light on the findings. First, we assessed anti-
psychotic medication association with auditory/language connectivity.
We conducted six additional regressions (one for each seed) in the total
patient sample using the connectivity maps to predict CPZ, using all
other covariates as in the main analyses. Results were negative except
for one cluster not overlapping with other findings (the cluster showed
that greater CPZ associated with stronger connectivity between left
AUD and right occipital lobe; pFWE = 0.003; x = 12, y = -76, z = 42;
296 8 mm3 voxels). Next, given interest in sex differences within psy-
chosis (Abel et al., 2010), we assessed for any by re-running the original
main regressions of hallucination severity and connectivity in the pa-
tients, but instead of sex as a covariate, we added it as a factor. We did
not find any significant sex effect on the association between

Fig. 2. Sample Distributions. A) Distribution of clinical diagnoses across BSNIP Biotypes. B) Distribution of PANSS P3 Hallucination Severity score across diagnoses
(Dx) and C) Biotypes. Abbreviations: BPD – Bipolar Disorder, Bio1 – Biotype 1, Bio2 – Biotype 2, Bio3 – Biotyp3, Dx – Diagnosis, HC – Healthy Controls, P3 –
Hallucination severity rating, SCZ – Schizophrenia, SADP – Schizoaffective Disorder.
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hallucination severity and connectivity.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to investigate the relationship of hallucination
severity to resting state connectivity of cortex involved in auditory and
language processing using the largest transdiagnostic sample to date. It
also sought to investigate potential heterogeneity of these relationships
in accordance with psychosis subgroups. We suggest three primary
observations from our study. 1) Across all results, connectivity of un-
imodal auditory association cortex to other unimodal as well as poly-
modal temporal-parietal auditory/language regions, and not Broca’s or
other frontal areas, was associated with hallucination severity. 2) There
was a common increase in connectivity within left hemisphere tem-
poral-parietal auditory/receptive language regions for all psychosis
patients as hallucination severity increased, which is consistent with
the more common auditory-verbal nature of hallucinations given left
hemisphere specialization for language. 3) There were additional sub-
group-specific findings involving interhemispheric connectivity altera-
tions.

4.1. Transdiagnostic observations: increased left hemisphere auditory/
language connectivity

Within our full psychosis sample, connectivity of the auditory/lan-
guage cortex was associated with hallucination severity, as predicted.

Specifically, we found greater hallucination severity was related to
stronger functional connectivity of the left auditory unimodal associa-
tion cortex seed with an ipsilateral cluster of voxels including lower
order core auditory cortex and an adjacent portion of heteromodal as-
sociation cortex. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the aberrant
perceptual experience of hallucinations, most frequently auditory/
verbal in nature, may be due to hyperactivity in left hemisphere brain
areas responsible for auditory and language processing. Our results
implicate cortex that processes more basic features of sound (core au-
ditory cortex), higher order unimodal and language-specific processing
(auditory association cortex) and integration of auditory information
with other modalities in heteromodal cortex (located in posterior su-
perior temporal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule). These regions nor-
mally co-activate when listening to voices. Abnormally high correlation
in the activity of these regions may yield an experience of hearing
sounds, and perhaps voices in particular, in the absence of external
stimuli.

This result is consistent with prior “hallucination capture” studies
showing increased activity in these areas during self-reported halluci-
nations (Jardri et al., 2011), and extends it to the general, chronically ill
population. It is also consistent with Shinn et al. (2013), who conducted
a similar analysis of resting state connectivity that included covarying
for antipsychotic medication. Shinn et al. reported additional associa-
tions to hallucinations not found in the present study, such as in Broca’s
area. However, the Shinn et al study relied on liberal statistical
thresholding, which puts it at risk for false positives (Eklund et al,

Table 1
Demographics and Clinical Characteristics for Included Subjects.

SCZ SAD BPD HC P-value Post-hoc

N 89 73 81 186
Male/Female 32/57 29/44 22/59 72/114 <0.001 *a, d, e
Avg. Age (y) 33.5 (11.4) 37.6 (11.7) 35.5 (12.4) 37.8 (12.4) 0.031 *a
Avg. Daily CPZ 438.0 (375.5) 451.5 (387.9) 269.0 (322.9) 0.002 *e, f
PANSS Hallucination 3.0 (1.7) 3.4 (1.5) 1.5 (1.0) < 0.001 *e, f
PANSS Positive 16.9 (5.5) 18.4 (4.3) 12.9 (4.1) < 0.001 *e, f
PANSS Negative 15.8 (6.1) 15.9 (4.4) 12.2 (3.7) < 0.001 *e, f
PANSS General 31.7 (9.0) 36.2 (8.6) 29.2 (7.7) < 0.001 *d, f
PANSS Total 64.4 (17.9) 70.6 (14.8) 54.4 (12.4) < 0.001 *d, e, f
GAF 49.1 (12.7) 46.7 (10.4) 59.4 (13.0) 85.9 (6.8) < 0.001 * a, b, c, e, f
mFDpower (mm) 0.18 (0.11) 0.25 (0.15) 0.60 (0.41) 0.17 (0.10) < 0.001 *b, d, f

Biotype 1 Biotype 2 Biotype 3 HC

N 50 88 88 186
Male/Female 26/24 34/54 42/46 72/114 0.310 NS
Avg. Age (y) 34.0 (10.8) 35.8 (12.0) 34.9 (11.8) 37.8 (12.4) 0.147 NS
Avg. Daily CPZ 523.1 (405.2) 441.3 (433.7) 279.5 (258.4) < 0.001 *k, l
PANSS Hallucination 2.9 (1.7) 2.8 (1.8) 2.3 (1.5) 0.120 NS
PANSS Positive 16.7 (5.6) 16.3 (5.5) 15.1 (4.4) 0.209 NS
PANSS Negative 16.1 (5.3) 15.3 (5.2) 13.2 (4.9) 0.008 *k, l
PANSS General 32.0 (9.2) 33.5 (9.5) 30.7 (7.9) 0.160 NS
PANSS Total 64.8 (17.0) 65.1 (17.6) 59.1 (14.1) 0.062 NS
GAF 47.6 (11.2) 49.6 (13.8) 55.8 (13.1) 85.9 (6.8) < 0.001 *g, h, i, k, l
mFDpower (mm) 0.18 (0.10) 0.25 (0.15) 0.18 (0.11) 0.17 (0.10) < 0.001 * h, j, l

Abbreviations: BPD – Bipolar Disorder, Bio1 – Biotype 1, Bio2 – Biotype 2, Bio3 – Biotyp3, CPZ – Chlorpromazine Equivalents, mFDpower – mean Framewise
Displacement power, GAF – Global Assessment of Function, HC – Healthy Control, NS – Not Significant, PANSS -Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale, SAD –
Schizoaffective Disorder, SCZ – Schizophrenia. Post-Hoc tests were Bonferroni-corrected. Values in parentheses are standard deviations.
a SCZ vs HC
b SAD vs HC
c BPD vs HC
d SCZ vs BPD
e SCZ vs SAD
f SAD vs BPD
g Bio1 vs HC
h Bio2 vs HC
i Bio3 vs HC
j Bio1 vs Bio2
k Bio1 vs Bio3
l Bio2 vs Bio3
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2016). Overall, our finding serves as the most substantive confirmation
to date that hyper-connectivity of left hemisphere auditory/language
systems is involved in hallucinations in psychotic disorders. As there
were no connectivity alterations from frontal or other regions such as
insula with the association cortex we studied, the finding supports an
interpretation of a receptive/perceptual system pathophysiology, rather
than a problem of poor regulation or aberrant input from executive or
other modulating regions, at least as can be detected with the con-
nectivity analysis approach we used.

4.2. Subgroup effects

When comparing groups by diagnosis for connectivity patterns as-
sociating with hallucination severity, the BDP group had unique find-
ings. These observations are fairly novel, as no functional imaging
study, to our knowledge, has directly addressed hallucinations in bi-
polar disorder previously. Greater hallucination severity was associated
with greater connectivity of the left AAC to a cluster including right
middle temporal and angular gyrus, including the right hemisphere
homologue of Wernicke’s area. This generally confirms the suggestion
that auditory hallucinations may occur due to altered connectivity of
auditory/language areas and extends it to cross-hemisphere auditory
cortex hyperconnectivity for BDP. A recent review concluded there is
evidence to support more interhemispheric alteration in bipolar dis-
order than in schizophrenia, though this was based on white matter
studies (O’Donoghue et al., 2017). Some have reported interhemi-
spheric functional alterations in bipolar disorder (Reite et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2015), but have not addressed these in relation to symptom
severity. We note that while this observation for BDP was in relation to

schizoaffective disorder, the general pattern was one in which schizo-
phrenia and schizoaffective had near-zero connectivity values between
the areas, whereas BDP had increased connectivity.

In further subgroup analyses, we assessed whether any connectivity
alterations may be specific to BSNIP Biotype groups. Biotype groups
were constructed previously in this sample based on cognitive and
electrophysiological measures separate from MRI data (Clementz et al.,
2016). Further, each Biotype group is comprised of individuals from
each of the diagnostic groups, offering an alternative subgrouping or-
ganization relative to traditional diagnostic categorization. We found
that for Biotype 1, greater hallucination severity was associated with
decreased connectivity between the left and right hemisphere unimodal
auditory processing cortices. Specifically, there was lower connectivity
between the right AAC seed and a cluster including left unimodal au-
ditory association cortex. This decreased connectivity for Biotype 1
associating with increased hallucination severity was significantly dif-
ferent from the connectivity pattern for Biotype 2, which had an in-
creasing trend in connectivity strength as hallucination severity in-
creased. Biotype 3 was not distinguished from the other two groups but
displayed an increasing connectivity trend between these regions like
Biotype 2. Biotype 1 is characterized by more severe deficits overall
relative to the other Biotypes - more pervasive gray matter loss, more
profound cognitive impairment, and reduced sensorimotor responsivity
compared to Biotype 2 and Biotype 3 (Clementz et al., 2016; Ivleva
et al. 2017; Tamminga et al., 2017). It is therefore conceivable that
lower interhemispheric neural synchrony may be implicated as an
etiology of auditory hallucinations that is most pronounced in patients
categorized as Biotype 1.

The different patterns of connectivity for diagnostic and Biotype
subgroups may account for heterogeneity in prior reports of auditory/
language connectivity associated with hallucinations. Prior resting state
fMRI studies have been in small samples, not likely to represent the
heterogeneity that is present. Moreover, no prior work has assessed for
subgroups effects that may parse heterogeneity in hallucination-asso-
ciated alteration. In sum, the transdiagnostic finding of increased con-
nectivity within left hemisphere receptive auditory/language cortex,
along with the subgroup findings, support a conclusion that either in-
creased connectivity, or a mix of increased and decreased connectivity,
of auditory cortices is implicated in hallucination severity.

4.3. Auditory cortex connectivity alterations unrelated to hallucination
severity

To supplement our symptom-connectivity observations, we sought
to determine whether auditory connectivity is abnormal in relation to
healthy subjects, an analysis irrespective of hallucination severity. We
found significant differences between psychosis patients and controls,
but none of these findings overlapped with those showing hallucination
severity association (see Supplemental Fig. 2 demonstrating lack of
spatial overlap between results of hallucination severity analyses and
analyses of patients vs. healthy controls). There was a cluster of more
strongly negative connectivity values for patients relative to controls
between right AUD and left angular gyrus/lateral occipital lobe, in-
dicating anti-correlation between the seed and the cluster. There was
also greater negative connectivity of right AAC to left post-central
gyrus, largely accounted for by the schizophrenia patients, and greater
negative connectivity of right ACC to posterior occipital cortex for
schizoaffective disorder patients relative to healthy subjects. Our ad-
ditional analyses of antipsychotic dose associations with auditory
cortex connectivity were largely negative, indicating the group differ-
ences in connectivity were unlikely to have been driven by anti-
psychotic medication dose effects. These findings generally fit with
prior observations of reduced connectivity in functional neural systems
in psychosis patients (Baker et al., 2014; Amico et al., 2017), including
association of auditory cortex connectivity alterations with positive
psychosis symptoms (Rotarska-Jagiela et al., 2010), and auditory,

Table 2
Auditory/Language Cortex Connectivity Associated with Hallucination Severity
(top) or Distinguishing Patients from Healthy Controls (bottom).

Cluster Size (8 mm3 voxels) Peak Voxel (x,
y, z)

Location of Cluster pFWE

Connectivity associated with Hallucination Severity in
Patients

Main Effect
Left AAC seed 439 −54, −44, 18 Left PT-PO-SMG 0.000300
Biotype Interaction
Right AAC seed 265 −44, −52, 10 Left MTG-SMG-PT 0.003759
*Bio1 vs Bio2 416 −44, −54, 08 Left MTG-SMG-

AG-PT
0.014000

Diagnosis Interaction
Left AAC seed 273 66, −54, 10 Right MTG-AG 0.002981
*SADP vs BDP 354 66, −54, 10 Right MTG-AG 0.001435

Connectivity Differences between Patients vs Healthy
Controls

Main Effect
Right AUD seed 267 −50, −60, 38 Left Angular Gyrus 0.007474
Right AAC seed 634 −36, −30, 40 Left Posterior

Central Gyrus
0.000015

Diagnosis F-test
Left AAC seed 232 30, −96, −02 Right Occipital

Pole
0.005091

*HC vs SAD 316 30, −94, −02 Right Occipital
Pole

0.020000

Right AAC seed 262 −42–24, 34 Left Post-Central
Gyrus

0.002625

*HC vs SCZ 378 −44, −22, 36 Left Post-Central
Gyrus

0.000686

Abbreviations: AAC – Auditory Association Cortex, AG - Angular Gyrus, AUD –
Core Auditory Cortex, BPD – Bipolar Disorder, Bio1 – Biotype 1, Bio2 – Biotype
2, Bio3 – Biotyp3, HC – Healthy Controls, MTG –Middle Temporal Gyrus, pFWE
– p-value Family Wise Error corrected, PO – Planum Operculum, PT – Planum
Temporale, SCZ – Schizophrenia, SAD – Schizoaffective Disorder, SMG –
Superior Marginal Gyrus. *Pairwise comparison, among all possible pairwise
comparisons, with significant finding spatially overlapping cluster with sig-
nificant interaction.
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visual, and somatosensory neural system connectivity alterations
(Skåtun et al., 2017).

It is worth highlighting that more commonly, studies seek differ-
ences between a patient and a control group on some measure, such as
connectivity, and then seek correlation of any deviation found with
symptom severity, often in a post-hoc manner. Had we approached our
study with such a strategy, we would not have identified hallucination
severity correlates. As there are no pathophysiological markers con-
sistently associating with psychosis symptoms, we speculate this could
be due to over reliance on group differences rather than potentially
more sensitive approaches such as used here.

5. Limitations

Limitations to this study include, firstly, the measurement of hal-
lucinations via a single item of the PANSS, which assesses hallucination
severity within the last week. Although auditory hallucinations are by
far the most common modality, the PANSS hallucination item is not
limited to considering auditory hallucinations. Hence, we were unable
to determine what proportion of the sample experienced auditory hal-
lucinations, and whether this differed between diagnostic groups.
Future studies using more in-depth and sensory-domain specific hallu-
cination assessments will be beneficial. Another dimension of this

limitation is that the findings may actually be meaningful with respect
to a wider range of hallucination modalities given that it is more the
rule than the exception for those in the schizo-bipolar spectrum to re-
port lifetime experience of hallucinations in additional sensory mod-
alities beyond auditory; however, we do not have such information
from the subjects in this study to tease apart such effects. Another
limitation is that although no functional imaging study, to our knowl-
edge, has directly addressed hallucinations in bipolar disorder pre-
viously, the findings presented here should be considered tentative
given the smaller number with greater symptomatic activity.

5.1. Conclusion

This study provides the most robust investigation to date of hallu-
cination severity and auditory/language resting state connectivity in
psychosis. We found that auditory/ language association areas are
dysconnectivity hotspots associated with hallucinations, corroborating
the pathogenic association of these regions in several prior, smaller
resting state studies, as well as structural or activity-based studies of
auditory hallucinations (e.g., Ford et al., 2009). The results also support
both a common and a heterogeneous neurobiology for hallucinations in
psychosis, depending on Biotype and diagnostic subgroup.

Data and code availability statement: The BSNIP1 dataset analyzed in

Fig. 3. Auditory-Language Connectivity Associated with Hallucination Severity. Scatterplots depict extracted mean connectivity from each cluster for each group, fit
linearly with a 95% confidence interval for display purposes. Left side of brain images depicts left hemisphere. A) Main Effect: Greater hallucination severity in
psychosis patients predicts increased connectivity of left AAC to adjacent portions of left auditory cortex. B) Interaction with Diagnosis: Greater hallucination severity
in BPD relative to SAD predicts increased connectivity of left AAC to right auditory cortex. C) Interaction of Biotype: Greater hallucination severity in Biotype 1 relative
to Biotype 2 predicts reduced connectivity of right AAC to posterior portions of left auditory/language cortex. Abbreviations: AAC – Auditory Association Cortex, BPD
– Bipolar Disorder with Psychosis, Bio1 – Biotype 1, Bio2 – Biotype 2, Bio3 – Biotyp3, Dx – Diagnosis, P3 – Hallucination severity rating, SCZ – Schizophrenia, SAD –
Schizoaffective Disorder.
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this study is publicly available for download in the National Institute of
Mental Health Data Archive (NDA; https://nda.nih.gov). Data was
processed and analyzed with publicly available software CONN v18b
utilizing Matlab 2017b and SPM12 (revision 6778).
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